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Joint Meeting of the Panel on Planning, Lands and Works and
the Panel on Financial Affairs on 24 May 2005
Concerns raised and Information requested at the Meeting

Response by the Government

Q(a): Subsidy in the form of land grants to commercially operated bodies,
such as the two railway corporations and the Airport Authority, is
undesirable because the actual amount could not be ascertained.

The

arrangement of land grants by private treaties also lacks transparency
and accountability

to

enable

effective

public

scrutiny.

The

administration is requested to review and replace subsidy by land
grants with direct capital injection;

A(a): Regarding the two railway corporations, the Administration has explained its
stance in a paper submitted to the Bills Committee on Mass Transit Railway
Bill in November 1999.

A copy of the paper is at Annex A for reference.

A railway project is considered not financially viable, if the present value of
all its revenues net of its capital and operating expenditures over the
franchise period falls short of the capital expenditures.
known as the funding gap.

This shortfall is

The grant of land to the two railway

corporations if necessary to close any funding gap of rail projects had been
found beneficial in enabling the two railway corporations to build and
operate railways with reasonable returns and serve the traveling public.
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The sustainability of railways built and operated commercially would in turn
affect the roll-out of railways for Hong Kong with minimal Government
participation and costs.

The rail-and-property model also has the operational benefit of optimizing
the interface between the railway part and property part of a rail project.
This is because, on the basis that it would automatically be involved in the
property developments along the stations of its railway projects, the railway
corporation concerned would provide suitable property enabling works
needed when it constructs its railways.

If the above-station sites were to be

sold separately for property development, additional costs would likely be
incurred because of the extra efforts required to address the interface
between the property development works and the railway operation.

Property development rights are considered on a case-by-case basis having
regard to the justifications on individual merits and are not automatic.

It is

not a form of subsidy to the railway corporations.

A subsidy consists of

either Government expenditure or revenue forgone.

The grant of property

development rights to the railway corporations does not come into any of
these categories as premium at full market value is charged for the land.

It is important to note that the Government cannot bridge the funding gap of
a railway project by an equity injection. An equity injection would increase
the cost of capital and hence the rate of return required by the railway
corporation from its projects.

Where there is a funding gap, an equity

injection will only lead to an even larger funding gap. A more viable

-
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alternative is a capital grant which is, in essence, a cash subsidy to the
railway corporation from which the Government will not see anything in
return.

For future projects where a funding gap exists, the Government will

certainly consider on a case-by-case basis the merits of capital grants or
other forms of financing instead of, or in addition to, the grant of property
development rights.

As for the Airport Authority (AA), the Airport Island was granted to AA in
1995 for the development of the Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA)
for a term up to 2047 under a legally binding land grant.

The land grant

contains stringent controls over land use so that only airport support and
airport-related developments are permitted on the Airport Island.

AA has

paid for the land by bearing the land formation costs of over $10 billion,
which are normally the responsibility of the Government.

The land grant is

not a subsidy to AA.

Q(b): Whether the profits generated from property developments of the two
railway corporations have ever been used to subsidize rail fares.

If so,

the amounts and how they are calculated;

A(b): The grant of property development rights is one of the options for closing the
funding gap of railway projects which are not financially viable.

The grant

of property development rights is intended to bring to the shareholders
commercial returns commensurate with the risks involved in investing in a
new railway project which would otherwise be non-viable and not to be
pursued.

It is not intended to subsidize the rail fares for a particular project.

-
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In accordance with their respective Ordinances, the two railway corporations
conduct their business according to prudent commercial principles.

In

setting rail fares, the railway corporations would have to give due
consideration to various factors such as the prevailing economic condition,
operating environment, public affordability, market competition etc.

Q(c): Whether there are any criteria for land grants by private treaties.

If so,

what are they;

A(c): Most land available for commercial, industrial or residential development is
sold by public auction or tender. Apart from this, we also grant land by
PTG to private or non-governmental organizations for specified use in
justified circumstances, to comply with approved Government policies and
to meet Hong Kong’s economic, social and community needs.

All such

direct land grants have to be subject to stringent policy scrutiny and are
thoroughly considered to be justified in the public interest, with specific
approval granted by the Executive Council (ExCo) or by delegated authority
exercised in accordance with the approval criteria set by ExCo, on a case by
case basis.

PTGs are normally for a specific purpose with the land use specified in the
grant.

Premium payable varies from nominal, concessionary to full market

value depending on the nature of the use.

Examples of the different

categories of PTGs classified by premium charged are as follows –

-

(a)

(b)

(c)
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nominal premium

(i)

education purpose: schools, tertiary institutions;

(ii)

welfare purpose : social welfare, residential care homes for the
elderly;

(iii)

health use: clinics, hospitals;

(iv)

housing purpose: e.g. public rental housing by the Housing
Authority.

concessionary premium

(i)

charitable uses such as churches, temples;

(ii)

housing purpose: assisted housing (e.g. rental estates built by
the Housing Society).

full market premium

(i)

public utilities purpose;

-
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(ii)

special industrial purposes; and

(iii)

housing purpose: e.g. property development by the railway
corporations.

Other than the above-mentioned categories, there are a small number of PTG
cases, where the relevant bureau / department will consider the merits of
each case for submission to ExCo for approval, with regard to certain policy
considerations, such as whether the development proposal for PTGs
complies with approved Government policies or assists to meet
pre-determined policy objectives; the assessed economic or other benefits of
the proposal, the strategic importance or otherwise of the proposal; whether
it is the right timing to make the proposed PTGs; and the ability of the
applicant in financing the implementation of the proposal etc.

To sum up, the number of PTG cases is not many, and these cases are
approved only under rather special circumstances on individual merits.
Development must conform to the current town plans at the time of grant or
subsequent permissions granted or amendments of the relevant town plans
by the Town Planning Board.

Development must represent full use of the

site having regard to the purpose of the grant.

Grantees must demonstrate

their financial capability to implement their projects.

Unequivocal policy

support from the relevant bureaux / departments must be secured before the
application for land under PTGs can be processed.

All PTGs have to be

submitted to ExCo for approval or to the delegated authority for approval in
accordance with the approved criteria set by ExCo.

Restrictions as

-
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appropriate are included in the Conditions of Grant. The policy of granting
land by private treaty is long established, and has worked well.

It has

proven to be effective in ensuring the timely and optimal development of our
land resources to keep pace with our social and economic development, for
the purpose of meeting economic, social and community needs in a timely
and appropriate manner.

Q(d): To achieve better regulation of the property market, the disposal of
Government land should rest with the Secretary for Housing, Planning
and Lands and other bureaux should not have the authority to approve
private land grants;

A(d): Apart from public auction or tender, all other form of long-term land
disposal must be covered by policy approved by the Executive Council,
either on a case-by-case basis or on a “blanket approval” basis.

Other

bureaux do not have authority to approve PTGs. The Director of Lands, to
whom certain powers to execute land grants have been delegated, would
ensure that all PTGs are consistent with the relevant approved government
policies.

Q(e): Information on the mechanism for assessing land premium in private
treaty grants and how transparency and impartiality of the mechanism
could be enhanced;

A(e): Premium for lease modifications and land exchanges are assessed by
qualified professional valuers in the LandsD.

The approach adopted for

-
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assessing enhancement in land value conferred by the change in the lease
conditions accords with the policy reaffirmed by the Executive Council in
July 1997. In arriving at the enhancement, the difference between the land
value under the existing lease conditions and the land value under the
modified lease conditions is assessed. Stringent guidelines on the policies,
procedures and justifications have also been issued by LandsD for its staff to
ensure that each and every case will be handled in a fair, reasonable and
consistent manner. After the concerned application is approved, premium
will be assessed by a Valuation Conference/Valuation Committee. The
procedures are set out in a practice note issued by LandsD to the trade on 17
February 2006 (see Annex B).

Under the current system, the Audit Commission will conduct audit on land
sale proceeds from time to time, and the Public Accounts Committee will
also closely monitor.

Furthermore, the ICAC and the Ombudsman also

have a check and balance and monitoring role to play.

Q(f): Lands granted by private treaties for specific uses must be monitored to
ensure that they are put to the designated uses.

In the event that the

lands are not put to the designated uses after the land grant for a certain
period of time, the Administration should enforce the lease conditions
and recover the lands;

A(f): Where the cessation or diminution clause in the PTG has been demonstrably
breached and the relevant policy justifications for the PTG remain valid, the
Administration will seek to re-enter the lot if the grantee refuses to purge the

-
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breach.

Q(g): Information on the status of land grants by private treaties;

A(g): The Administration has briefed Members of the Legislative Council Panel
on Planning, Lands and Works on 28 March 2006 on the information on the
status of land grants by private treaties.

Q(h): Information on land falling within the following categories:

(i)

Lands granted by private treaties for non-profit making purposes
where nominal or concessionary premium have been charged but
the lands are restricted to use by certain categories of persons, not
complying with the relevant lease conditions; and

(ii) Lands granted by private treaties were exchanged for another sites
which were subsequently sold for profits.

Q(h): (i)

We are not aware of any PTG cases where the land concerned was
granted for non-profit making purposes at nominal/concessionary
premium and the use of the land was restricted to use by certain
categories of persons, in breach of the lease conditions.

(ii) We are not aware of any PTG cases where the land concerned was
exchanged for another site which was subsequently sold for profits.

-
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Q(i): Information on the review on enforcement of the cessation of user clause
in private treaty grants.

A(i): The Administration briefed the Legislative Council Panel on Planning,
Lands and Works on 28 March 2006 on the outcome of the review of lease
modification to permit change of use for sites previously granted by private
treaty.

Economic Development and Labour Bureau
Environment, Transport and Works Bureau
Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau
Housing, Planning and Lands Bureau
April 2006

Annex A

